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Kids Pass customer reviews









"Found the whole process simple and easy to use. Purchased the discounted tickets then booked online and away we went - will be using again and definitely recommend"


Sharon Kelly








"I have used this pass for the last six months. I have used it quite frequently to get discounts on lots of things, restaurants and cinema. Very easy to use. Highly recommend it"


C Hassler








"Already £20 saved in the £1 trial. Was so easy. Got an e ticket and showed it on the gates of Gullivers Kingdom. Fab experience so far"


Debra
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"Such a great thing to sign up to. Definitely well worth the money. Very happy customer with lots of discounts on great places"


Miss Hook








"Fantastic little app to have, great savings on tickets and days out. Very easy to use and the tickets are emailed almost straightaway. Very efficient"


Alice








"Really useful and easy to use! Great way to save money and enjoy days out with the family"


Sarah Green















More
   reviews

But don't just take our word for it... There are thousands of independent reviews








Julie

[image: trustpilot star rating]
Brilliant for families who need...

Brilliant for families who need days out that don’t break the bank. Only used it twice and it has already paid for itself in savings.
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Charlie
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Downloaded the app registered and...

Downloaded the app registered and made my purchase! It was quick and easy and I got a saving!
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Anne
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So far so good with kids pass...

So far so good with kids pass. A great first saving so here’s to many more cheaper days out.
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Kayleigh
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Great app even better savings

Great app. Have only used it twice and already saved twice the cost of the app for a year! Will definitely be using it more. It is even cheaper than booking advanced tickets with the attraction itself
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Chris
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Amazing savings

Amazing savings! The app works really well on the go, and has saved me and my family lots of money already! My friend recommended to me and I 100% recommend everyone to use it and start saving.
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Sharon
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Only used the kids pass app once

Only used the kids pass app once, I purchased cinema tickets. So much cheaper than the usual trip to the cinema. Very straight forward and easy to use ! Thank you so much, will be using again
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Mel
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This app is brilliant for savings...

This app is brilliant for savings on lots of activities. I've already saved lots on shreks adventure and the cinema. I would definitely recommend this app to everyone.
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Kelly Stewart
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I signed up for the kids pass...

I signed up for the kids pass yesterday. Managed to save myself £90 with booking same day passes for Blackpool 😊 so far thrilled x
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Stephanie
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Really glad we signed up...

Really glad we signed up for kids pass. Have used the discounts on nearly every school holiday and even for my little girls birthday treat to Kidzania.
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Download the app
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Search 1000's of offers near you 
Search 1000's of offers near you 
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Try Now for £1
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